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I. INTRODUCTION
Pareto Energy is pleased to submit the following comments regarding the 2009 Portland

General Electric ("PGE") Integrated Resource Plan ("IRP"). From our 20 years of work in
developing IRP's, Pareto Energy concludes that PGE has followed a very sound
methodology and proposed a superior and well-reasoned plan.

Pareto Energy generally supports the initial conclusions and recommendations of the IRP,
but has some specific suggestions regarding distributed energy resources (i.e., demand-side
customer actions to conserve or curtail energy and/or customer-owned distributed

generation on the supply side). Our overall intent is to recommend some practical tools by
which the IRP could have a contigency plan in case of large-scale adoption of distributed
energy resources ("DERs") by PGE customers.

Chapter 7 of the IRP concludes that: "it is difficult to know how much cost effective DG
may be available ... the benefits (of distributed generation or DG) are difficult to quantify
for IRP purposes .,. DG at ths time is too distributed to make a practical difference in how

substations are maintained and upgraded". If DER technology, laws, regulations and project
financing remain static, Pareto Energy agrees wholeheartedly with these conclusions.

However, the new innovations may portend a large-scale adoption of DERs and call for
better measurement tools and new regulations to balance the interests of DER customers
with those of gas and electric utity rate payers and shareholders. Some of these innovations
are:

New Technology: non-synchronous interconnection, microgrids, and decentralized wasteto-energy.

New Laws and Regulations: Federal laws promoting grid independence for critical
infrastrchire, Federal smart-grid standards for cyber security, and cliate actions at the

Federal, State and local levels.

New Project Financing Options: economic stimulus and the emergence of public-private
financing structures.

We conclude our comments by recommendig several new tools by which the IRP could

become more agile in responding to the needs of DG adopters and utility ratepayers and
shareholders alie.
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II. NEW DER TECHNOLOGIES
A. Non-Synchronous Interconnection

The inabilty of DERs to safely interconnect in parallel to the utility grid at low and medium
voltages greatly impedes their adoption by customers. Because DG cannot match the
reliabilty of the grid, the purported benefits of higher reliability can be achieved only if DG
systems can interconnect to the utility grid for back-up power. A customer's ability to access
both a DG system and the grid could reduce expected power outages to once every five

years. However, distribution utities have a legitimate concern about the fault current
contribution of DG to their grid, especially the extent to which DER fault current could
electrocute lie workers during a grid outage or damage substations. Consequently, most
states have prudently and correctly restricted the interconnection of a large amount of
distributed generation to utity distribution grids, such that when the utity grid experiences
an outage, the DER system must shut down also. This greatly reduces the reliabilty benefit

of DERs for the customer and curtails DG market penetration.
In the more congested grids of the East Coast, DC-AC power inverters combined with new

innovations in power electrics have emerged as solutions that utity companies wi accept
for interconnecting DG to their grids. Appenci'( A (attached) presents an overview of a DG
architecture with non-synchronous interconnection using inverters. The ability of DG to
always operate during grid outages would greatly increase the reliabilty value of DG to its
adopters. Therefore, the emergence of inverter technologies may result a larger-thanexpected increase in the adoption of distributed generation.
B. Microgrids

Some of the most cost effective DG systems employ combined heat and power ("CHP"),
i.e. a generator located at or near its point of use can recapture the waste heat that would be
exhausted in a central generating plant and use it to heat and cool buidings. Because CHP
systems can reach over 80 percent efficiency in fuel use - far higher than the tyical 30 to 40
percent rate grid generators - DG with CHP can offset some of the cost disadvantages due
to lower economies of scale. As wil be seen in the subsequent discussion of new laws, CHP

benefits wil also increase if the value of the heat they recapture can be monetized as a
cliate change benefit.

However, the IRP has correctly noted the diffculty of finding single-customer sites where
DG produces precisely the amount of heating and cooling needed. For example, a typical
office buiding wil be able to use less than 40 percent of generator exhaust for heating and

cooling services that are weather-driven. Occasionally, a DG system wil be proximate to a
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light industrial, medical or data center facilty that has a more constant non-weather related
demand for steam, hot water or coolig, but there are not enough of these sites to imply a
large-scale penetration of DG due to the benefits of CHP efficiency.
:Nlicrogrid technologies are emerging as a solution. A microgrid is a local peer-to-peer

network by which some energy users that need more reliable electricity and less thermal

energy can balance their needs with nearby buildings that have less of a need for reliable
electricity but will welcome less expensive heating and cooling services.

load
because there is no way to export the waste heat. This usually means that the on-site

Without a microgrid, an on-site CHP system is often sized to cover a facilty's thermal

generators produce less electricity than what the facilty needs to achieve its reliabilty
objectives. On the other hand, if the system is sized to cover average or peak electric load, it

wi produce more thermal energy than the facilty needs, thereby making DG less
affordable. The innovation of the microgrid conceived by Pareto Energy is that this thermal
energy from multiple distributed generators wil be connected to a district energy piping
system. Efficiencies can be achieved among the connected facilties by not only using
modern boilers and absorption chilers, but also by trading thermal and electrical loads

among different buidings according to need. For example, a hotel or conference center
needs thermal energy at night, while a nearby office buiding or data center probably needs it
during the day. To summarize, the district energy system supplied by multiple distributed

generators can also sell the thermal energy to other customers who wish to be connected to
the loop and do not have or intend to acquie on-site CHP systems.

A typical microgrid topology has been shown in Exhibit A. Note that an additional benefit
of the micro

grid is the abilty to integrate different types of generation and fuels (e.g.,

pipeline gas, the sun, waste-to-energy gas).

Companies such as General Electric, IBM, Intel, and Lockheed Marti, among others, have
recently recognized the value of microgrids for DG efficiency and fuel diversity. These
companies have begun to prepare microgrid product and seivice offerings. In addition to
the cost and efficiency advantages of a microgrid, the successful track record of such

companies in sellng new technologies suggest that their entr into the microgrid space will
increase the market penetration of distributed generation.
C. Decentralized Waste-to-Energy Systems

With reference to Exhibit A, note that one new source of energy is local waste-to-energy gas.
New technologies for biodigestig human waste and using plasma arcs to gasify solid wastes,
suggests that instead of paying tipping fees to dispose of waste communities wi now look to
turn waste streams into microgrid feed stocks. The avoided tipping fees, which can be
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particularly high for specialty refuse such as medical waste, wil tend to drive the net cost of

microgrid fuels down and futher increase market penetration for distrbuted energy systems.

Exhibit A: Typical Microgrid Topology
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III. NEW LAWS AND REGULATIONS

A. Critical Infrastructure
The US Congress wil soon vote on two measures related to grid independence of critical
infrastrcture that are expected to pass. These measures may have a simiar effect as the
technological innovations in spurting DG market penetration. The first action is part of the

defense appropriations bill and calls for mitary bases to install microgrids. The second,
known as the GRID Act, diects the President to designate to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission ("FERC") those domestic facilties that are: (1) most critical to the national
defense; and (2) most vulnerable to an electric energy supply disruption. It also directs
FERC to requie an owner or operator of defense critical electric infrastruchire to
implement measures to protect it against any vulnerability that has not been adequately
addressed. Developers of distributed generation projects believe that micro

grid projects

with on-site power, fuel diversity, and enhanced cyber-security could be one of the FERCrequied measures for protecting defense critical electric infrastruchire.

It is likely that states already having critical infrastructure such as ports, mitary bases and
Federal R&D centers wi see more demand for DG and that states that do not have such

critical infrastructure wil be able to attract it along with the associated economic
development and jobs if they are prepared to integrate DG into their grids.
B. cybersecurity

Congress has also entrusted a Federal definition of smart grid standards to FERC which has
delegated the work to the National Institute of Standards and the Electric Power Research
Institute. One key concern has been the extent to which a more digital smart grid could
increase exposure to cyber attacks. Nlcrogrids have been emerging as a solution by which
critical infrastrcture could become more secure against cyber attacks.

Again, states that have made efforts to easily integrate DG into their power grids wil
become more attractive locations for critical infrastructure and be able to thereby generate
more economic development and employment.

C. Climate Action

Of all states and cities in the Countr, Oregon and Portland are relatively committed to
climate actions. This is a clear driver of DG and so it wil be prudent to better prepare for a
larger penetration of DG, especially considering the contimúng likelihood that eventually
Congress will pass Federal cliate action.
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IV. NEW PROJECT FINANCING OPTIONS
A. The Impact of Federal Stimulus
As noted above, micro

grid benefits align with Federal policy on grid rebuilding. With new

federal tax credits and incentives, a private developer can design, buid, own, operate and

transfer microgrids that not only would provide cleaner, more secure energy, but also do so
at less cost than curtent rates for grid power.
1. Stimulus as a Source of Equity

The Federal Government redefined grants and credits to alternative energy projects in the
following legislation: 1) Division B of the Federal Emergency Economic Act of October

2008 known as The Energy Improvement and Extension Act of 2008 ("Bailout Bil"); and 2)
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 ("Stimulus Bil").

With these Acts of Congress, it is possible that the Federal Government incentives could be
used to raise most of the project equity needed for financing the project. The Bailout Bil

enhanced investment tax credits, which can now cover 10 to 30 percent of project costs.
Conveniently, the Stiulus Bill allows a developer or owner to receive a grant from the

federal government instead of a tax credit. The grant is 30% of the tax basis of the property
for bioenergy, wind, solar, and fuel cells and 10% for combined heat and power and energy
effciency investments. Note that the Bailout and Stiulus bils provide for numerous other

grants and loan guarantees. Rules for, and ting of, applications for these grants are sti
being developed.

In addition to the 30 percent tax credit for renewable DG, project owners can claim
accelerated depreciation that amount to an additional 12 percent tax credit.
Finally, here is a sample of other types of grants and loan guarantees for DG projects:
.

$6 billion in loan guarantees for an innovative technology program designed to
promote projects that lit greenhouse gases, including renewable energy systems;

.

$4.5 billon for converting federal btúldigs to High Performance Green Buildings;

.

$3.84 bilon for upgradig mitary facilties, includig improving the energy
efficiency of those facilties;

.

$3.2 bilon in federal grants to states for reducing fossil fuel emissions and

improvements in energy effciency;
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"

$3.1 bilon for the State Energy Program destied for the fundig of efficiency and
renewable energy projects, in particular for hospitals and schools;

"

$4.5 bilon in appropriations for "Smart Grid" (electricity delivery and reliabilty
programs);

"

$2.4 billon in Energy Conservation Bonds.

2.

Stimulus as a Source of Debt

By declaring the microgrid to be a cooperative of energy users, the Federal Government also
could be the source of debt fmancing for certain renewable energy systems. The Bailout Bil

creates a new zero interest Clean Renewable Energy Bond program of $800 milion with
one-third allocated to projects of public power providers, one-third to governmental bodies,
and one-third to cooperative electric companies. The Stimulus Bill authorizes an additional

$1.6 billion of Clean Renewable Energy Bonds. The Secretary of the Treasury has the
authority to allocate the bonds among qualified projects, which are defined to be wind,
closed and open-loop biomass, geothermal, solar, small irrigation power, landfill gas, trash
combustion, new hydropower, and wave energy.
B. Public-Private Partnerships for Project Financing

It wil be noted that some Federal grants provide funding to private tax-paying entities.
Others provide funding for non-tax paying government or institutional entities.
Consequently, many private developers are formig public-private partnerships with
hospitals, ports, universities and municipal governments. One such public-private
partnership entity that has been enacted in some states are energy improvement districts

("EIDs").

EID's manage infrastructure as a common pooled resource ("CPR"). CPRs are facilties
developed collectively by users who pool their resources to install facilties for joint use. For
example, the internet is governed as a CPR. Key characteristics for successful management
of a CPR may be summarized as follows:
II Group boundaries are small areas and clearly defmed (the most well-known CPR, the

internet, is one of the only successful CPR's that does not adhere to this "small-area"
characteristic).
. Rules governing the use of collective infrastrcture are well matched to local needs

and conditions.

Gl Most individuals affected by these rules can participate in modifying the rules.

. The rights of community members to devise their own rules is respected by external
authorities.
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.. A system for monitoring member's use of infrastructure exists; the community
members themselves undertake this monitoring.

The importance of EIDs to the emergence of DG has been noted il other States where
enabling legislation has been passed:
"One of the chief obstacles to developing efficient power generation ... in developed areas
including urban centers in NJ has been the inabilty of developers to sell all three of the
energy streams (combined cooling, heating and power or CCHP) they produce to end users
. .. The first large city to implement an EID with the assistance of Pareto Energy was
Stamford Connecticut. Pennsylvania has incorporated enabling language for EID's in their
upcoming energy bil supported by DEP Commissioner Kate McGinty and Governor Ed

Rendell. For New Jersey to develop efficient urban CCHP as an effective tool to reduce
energy cost and to achieve green house gas reduction requirements under the Global

Warming Response Act we will need to develop similar projects for EID's. Investors in
energy technologies and capital wil seek states and communities which represent the best
potential for development. Currently this is in Connecticut and soon wil be in
Pennsylvania. The implementation of the New Jersey Energy Master Plan, when it is
adopted, together with the Global Warming Response "~ct creates a need for innovative
development of energy projects. The model adopted in Connecticut and the pending

intiative in Pennsylvania have established a mechanism by which EID's can be used as a
effective alternative to traditional transmission and distribution solutions."

- Report of NJ Bureau of Public Utity Ombudsman, 11/7 /07
"The state General Assembly's authorization last year of local Energy Improvement Districts
is catchig on in a handful of the region's communities - and that's a harbinger of good

things to come. .. The concept behid the Energy Improvement Districts is to allow entities

to produce energy locally at a lower cost, both monetarily and environmentally. The hope is
that the green energy-generatig potential will help attract businesses to a community,
improve revenue and lower taxes for residents. In addition, producing energy alternatively

should also reduce the demand for major power companies, which could ease the load on

stressed electrical infrastructure and lower costs that have come with managing that
problematic infrastructure. There also is the expectation that the districts wil improve
reliabilty. Stamford Director of Economic Development Michael Freimuth has said that
power has become an issue greater than taxes, transportation, real estate costs and even the
skils of the labor force. It's worth noting that Ansonia reportedly is using the energy

improvement district to attract businesses for once-bustling buildings that became vacant

when manufacturing companies closed or moved out ... Certainly, it wil take tie and
money to get such districts up and running. But the districts do hold promise for some
communities and the state overall of a brighter and less costly energy future."

- Stamford i\.dvocate Editorial, Februaiy 8, 2008
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. A Practical System to Account for DER Costs and Benefits

The IRP has observed the diffculty of measuring DG benefits. Fortunately, the Association

of State Energy Offices and a number of utiity companies have tested and perfected a
practical cost benefit approach. A report on their work, prepared by Navigant Consulting
has been attached herewith as Appenci'( B.

B. Real Options Models to Optimize DER Siting

Because Chapter 10 of the IRP contains some impressive optimization modeling and shows
PGE's dedication to precise measurements and sensitivity analysis, Pareto Energy is pleased

to recommend some practical tools for the optization of distributed energy resources.
Appendix C summarizes a DG optimization methodology.

C. Decoupled Rates or Other Regulations to Address Throughput Bias
If DG achieves more penetration than envisioned, Pareto Energy believes that new
regulatory mechanisms such as decoupled rates and DG ownership models would be useful

in balancing customer and utility interests. Appendix D provides a summaiy of rate
structures that have been used in other states to balance the costs and benefits of DG
adopters with utity companies.

D. Pilot Projects at Universities
Many universities have begun installng microgrids. These seem to be compelling projects

because the microgrid provides a test bed and creates first-hand data for integration with the
educational curticula. With their engineering brain tiusts engaged, many universities intend
to serve as extension services for other energy users that want to optimize DG at their own
sites and also to provide contiuig education for engineers, electricians and assembly

workers that could be employed on the development of DG systems. PGE may want to
consider promoting the installation of a microgrid at a top research institution somewhere in
Oregon that can help perfect engineering, economic and legal models for DG deployments.
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Appendix A:
Overview of Non-Synchronous Interconnection Technology
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A brief review of how the existing grid works
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consume the energy.

these limits, such that we can add as much DG as we can

The Gridlink Microgrid design was developed to overcome

significant part of the generation mix.

It is also expensive to modify and add to, and this limits the
ability of small distributed power sources to become a

It is very cyber secure due to the fact that it is not digital, and
was developed before the internet.

sent to large generator throttles. (In WECC...larger than
SOMW)

The existing system includes an analog frequency trim signal

Frequency & Power Flow Controls
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controlled, and DG is limited to just a few percent of the total
power. The additional fault current added by traditional DG is

The distribution system is generally not well monitored or
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This allows for the addition of as much DG as can be
consumed, without concern for the previous limiting issues.

The Solution.. .use a Gridlink Microgrid
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Controller Details: What's Inside the Blue Box?
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